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MATRICIAL BANACH SPACES
WILL GRILLIETTE
Abstract. (Submitted to the Houston Journal of Mathe-
matics) This work performs a study of the category of complete
matrix-normed spaces, called matricial Banach spaces. Many of
the usual constructions of Banach spaces extend in a natural way
to matricial Banach spaces, including products, direct sums, and
completions. Also, while the minimal matrix-norm on a Banach
space is well-known, this work characterizes the maximal matrix-
norm on a Banach space from the work of Effros and Ruan as a
dual operator space.
Moreover, building from the work of Blecher, Ruan, and Sin-
clair, the Haagerup tensor product is merged with the direct sum
to form a Haagerup tensor algebra, which shares the analogous
universal property of the Banach tensor algebra from the work of
Leptin.
1. Introduction
Since the foundational work of Blecher, Effros, Paulsen, Ruan, and
Sinclair [1–3,8], the study of operator spaces and operator algebras has
grown by the axiomatization of a matrix-normed space. Many in-depth
studies of such abstract operator spaces and algebras have flourished
and yielded extensive results and characterizations [6, 7].
This paper aims to develop the two categories of general matrix-
normed spaces in much the same way, comparing them to the standard
categories of Banach spaces. This is done not only for its own merit, but
also as a prelude to extending the results of [4] to the realm of matrix-
normed spaces. As such, the treatment given here will be functorial,
focusing on the universal property of each construction. Moreover, the
study here will focus on general rectangular matrices, rather than the
conventional square.
The author would like to thank the referees of this paper for their
comments and patience in its revision.
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To set notation and definitions, let [n] := {1, . . . , n} be the set of the
first n natural numbers. Fundamentally, an m× n-matrix, or array, of
elements is a function from the set [m]× [n] into the appropriate target
set. Let
Mm,n(−) := Set([m]× [n],−)
be covariant hom-functor from Set to itself. For a set S, Mm,n(S)
is precisely the set of all m × n-arrays of elements from S. More-
over, notice that the action on a function φ : S → T gives a function
Mm,n(φ) : Mm,n(S)→Mm,n(T ) by
Mm,n(φ)(A)(j, k) := φ(A(j, k))
for 1 ≤ j ≤ m and 1 ≤ k ≤ n, simply applying φ to all entries of A.
This action coincides with the ampliation of maps in [3, 6, 8].
For a complex vector space V ,Mm,n(V ) is equipped with its standard
point-wise addition and scalar multiplication. For a linear map φ :
V → W between two complex vector spaces, a quick check shows
that Mm,n(φ) is also linear, making Mm,n a natural functor on the
category of complex vector spaces. Here, Mm,n := Mm,n(C) will be
equipped with the operator norm from the Hilbert spaces Cn to Cm.
For k, l ∈ N , there are standard actions Mk,m ×Mm,n(V ) → Mk,n(V )
and Mm,n(V )× Mn,l → Mm,l(V ) by matrix multiplication.
Definition 1.1 ([1, p. 264]). A matrix-norm on V is a net of norms
(‖ · ‖V,m,n)m,n∈N on Mm,n(V ) satisfying
‖AXB‖V,k,l ≤ ‖A‖M k,m‖X‖V,m,n‖B‖Mn,l
for all A ∈ Mk,m, X ∈ Mm,n(V ), B ∈ Mn,l. A complex vector space V
equipped with such a matrix-norm is a matrix-normed space.
Definition 1.2 ([8, p. 218], modified). For 1 ≤ p <∞, a matrix-norm
is an Lp-matrix-norm if
‖X ⊕ Y ‖pV,m+k,n+l = ‖X‖
p
V,m,n + ‖Y ‖
p
V,k,l
for all m,n, k, l ∈ N , X ∈ Mm,n(V ), and Y ∈ Mk,l(V ). A matrix-norm
is an L∞-matrix-norm if instead
‖X ⊕ Y ‖V,m+k,n+l = max {‖X‖V,m,n, ‖Y ‖V,k,l} .
For maps between matrix-normed spaces, the linear maps between
each level of matrices are required to be bounded, but more impor-
tantly, by the same constant.
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Definition 1.3 ([8, p. 218], modified). Given two matrix-normed spaces
V and W , a linear map V
φ
// W is completely bounded if
‖φ‖CB(V,W ) := sup
{
‖Mm,n(φ)‖B(Mm,n(V ),Mm,n(W )) : m,n ∈ N
}
<∞.
The map φ is completely contractive if ‖φ‖CB(V,W ) ≤ 1.
Let MNVec∞ be the category of matrix-normed spaces with com-
pletely bounded maps.
2. Completion of a Matrix-Normed Space
By [8, Proposition 2.1], the underlying normed space of a matrix-
normed space is complete in norm if and only if every matrix level is
complete in norm. Thus, the following definition is made.
Definition 2.1. A complete matrix-normed space is a matricial Ba-
nach space.
Let MBan∞ be the category of matricial Banach spaces with com-
pletely bounded maps. There is a natural inclusion functor FMNVec∞MBan∞ :
MBan∞ →MNVec∞, which can be reversed using the completion.
Let V be a matrix-normed space. Let C(V ) be the completion of V
in the norm ‖ · ‖V,1,1 on M1,1(V ) ∼= V , equipped with its usual addition
and scalar multiplication. The goal is to extend the existing matrix-
norm on V to a matrix-norm on C(V ). To that end, let m,n ∈ N and
A ∈Mm,n(C(V )).
Lemma 2.2. Let (Ap)p∈N , (Bp)p∈N ⊆ Mm,n(V ) be sequences such that
lim
p→∞
Ap(j, k) = lim
p→∞
Bp(j, k) = A(j, k)
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m and 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Then, the limits lim
p→∞
‖Ap‖V,m,n and
lim
p→∞
‖Bp‖V,m,n converge and are equal.
Proof. Let ǫ > 0. For 1 ≤ j ≤ m and 1 ≤ k ≤ n, there is Nj,k ∈ N
such that if p ≥ Nj,k, then ‖Ap(j, k)− A(j, k)‖V,1,1 <
ǫ
2mn
. Choose
N := max {Nj,k : 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ n}. For p, q ≥ N , [8, Proposition
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2.1] gives∣∣∣‖Ap‖V,m,n − ‖Aq‖V,m,n∣∣∣ ≤ ‖Ap −Aq‖V,m,n
≤
m∑
j=1
n∑
j=1
‖Ap(j, k)−Aq(j, k)‖V,1,1
≤
m∑
j=1
n∑
j=1
‖Ap(j, k)−A(j, k)‖V,1,1
+
m∑
j=1
n∑
j=1
‖A(j, k)−Aq(j, k)‖V,1,1
<
m∑
j=1
n∑
j=1
ǫ
2mn
+
m∑
j=1
n∑
j=1
ǫ
2mn
= ǫ.
The sequence
(
‖Ap‖V,m,n
)∞
p=1
is Cauchy and, therefore, convergent.
A similar argument shows
(
‖Bp‖V,m,n
)∞
p=1
is also convergent. Then,
∣∣∣∣ limp→∞ ‖Ap‖V,m,n − limp→∞ ‖Bp‖V,m,n
∣∣∣∣ ≤ limp→∞ ‖Ap − Bp‖V,m,n
≤
m∑
j=1
n∑
j=1
lim
p→∞
‖Ap(j, k)−Bp(j, k)‖V,1,1
= 0.

By this lemma, one can unambiguously define ‖A‖C(V ),m,n := lim
p→∞
‖Ap‖V,m,n
for any sequence (Ap)p∈N ⊆Mm,n(V ) that point-wise converges to A.
Lemma 2.3. Taken together,
(
‖ · ‖C(V ),m,n
)
m,n∈N
constitute a matrix-
norm on C(V ) such that
‖A‖C(V ),m,n = ‖A‖V,m,n
for all m,n ∈ N and A ∈Mm,n(V ).
Proof. Let m,n, j, k ∈ N , A,B ∈ Mm,n(C(V )), C ∈ M j,m, and D ∈
Mn,k. For a sequence (Ap)p∈N ⊆ Mm,n(V ) that point-wise converges to
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A, note that CApD point-wise converges to CAD also. Thus,
‖CAD‖C(V ),j,k = lim
p→∞
‖CApD‖V,j,k
≤ lim
p→∞
‖C‖
M j,m
‖Ap‖V,m,n ‖D‖Mn,k
= ‖C‖
M j,m
‖A‖C(V ),m,n ‖D‖Mn,k .
For a sequence (Bp)p∈N ⊆ Mm,n(V ) that point-wise converges to B,
note that Ap +Bp point-wise converges to A+B. Thus,
‖A+B‖C(V ),m,n = lim
p→∞
‖Ap +Bp‖V,m,n
≤ lim
p→∞
‖Ap‖V,m,n + limp→∞
‖Bp‖V,m,n
= ‖A‖C(V ),m,n + ‖B‖C(V ),m,n .
If A ∈ Mm,n(V ), then the constant sequence Ap := A converges
point-wise to A, so ‖A‖C(V ),m,n = ‖A‖V,m,n.

Letting ιV : V → C(V ) be the inclusion of V into its completion, the
above lemma shows this map to be completely isometric. Moreover,
C(V ) has the following universal property, analogous to the universal
property of the completion for normed spaces.
Theorem 2.4 (Universal property of the matricial completion). Given
a matricial Banach space W and a completely bounded linear map φ :
V → FMNVec∞MBan∞ (W ), there is a unique completely bounded linear map
φˆ : C(V )→ W such that φˆ ◦ ιV = φ. Moreover,∥∥∥φˆ∥∥∥
CB(C(V ),W )
= ‖φ‖
CB(V,FMNVec∞MBan∞ (W ))
Proof. From the universal property of the metric completion, there is
a unique bounded linear map φˆ : C(V )→W such that φˆ ◦ ιV = φ. All
that remains is to show that φˆ is completely bounded. For m,n ∈ N
and A ∈ Mm,n(C(V )), let (Ap)p∈N ⊆ Mm,n(V ) point-wise converge to
A. A routine calculation shows
Mm,n
(
φˆ
)
(A) = lim
p→∞
Mm,n (φ) (Ap) ,
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so ∥∥∥Mm,n (φˆ) (A)∥∥∥
W,m,n
= lim
p→∞
‖Mm,n (φ) (Ap)‖W,m,n
≤ lim
p→∞
‖φ‖CB(V,W ) ‖Ap‖V,m,n
= ‖φ‖CB(V,W ) ‖A‖C(V ),m,n .
Thus, φˆ is completely bounded, and
∥∥∥φˆ∥∥∥
CB(C(V ),W )
≤ ‖φ‖CB(V,W ). Equal-
ity of the norms follows from the complete isometry of ιV .

This theorem essentially states that any matrix-normed space can be
embedded completely isometrically into an optimal matricial Banach
space. Moreover, if V had an Lp-matrix-norm, C(V ) will have the same
kind of structure.
Theorem 2.5. For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, say V is an Lp-matrix-normed space.
Then, C(V ) is also.
Proof. Say m,n, j, k ∈ N , A ∈ Mm,n(C(V )), and B ∈ Mj,k(C(V )). Let
(Aq)q∈N ⊆ Mm,n(V ) point-wise converge to A, and (Bq)q∈N ⊆ Mj,k(V )
point-wise converges to B. Then, a check shows that Ap⊕Bp point-wise
converges to A⊕ B.
If 1 ≤ p <∞,
‖A⊕B‖pC(V ),m+j,n+k = limq→∞
‖Aq ⊕ Bq‖
p
V,m+j,n+k
= lim
q→∞
‖Aq‖
p
V,m,n + limq→∞
‖Bq‖
p
V,j,k
= ‖A‖pC(V ),m,n + ‖B‖
p
C(V ),j,k .
If p =∞,
‖A⊕ B‖C(V ),m+j,n+k = limq→∞
‖Aq ⊕ Bq‖V,m+j,n+k
= lim
q→∞
max
{
‖Aq‖V,m,n , ‖Bq‖V,j,k
}
= max
{
‖A‖C(V ),m,n , ‖B‖C(V ),j,k
}
.

In light of [8, Theorem 3.1], this theorem states that the completion
of an operator space is an operator space without reference to a Hilbert
space representation or a C∗-algebra. Moreover, the theorem states
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that the completion of a dual operator space is a dual operator space
by [8, Corollary 5.2] without reference to relative topologies of duals.
3. Minimal and Maximal Matrix-Norms
Let Ban∞ denote the category of Banach spaces with bounded lin-
ear maps. There is a natural forgetful functor FBan∞MBan∞ : MBan∞ →
Ban∞ where all norms except the norm on M1,1(V ) ∼= V are removed.
This functor admits both a left and a right adjoint constructed in stan-
dard ways.
The right adjoint is determined by the minimal operator space struc-
ture from [1, Example 2.3]. Given a Banach space V , let MIN(V ) have
the matrix-norm given by
‖A‖MIN(V ),m,n := sup
{
‖Mm,n(φ)(A)‖Mm,n : φ ∈ V
∗, ‖φ‖V ∗ ≤ 1
}
,
the injective tensor norm on V ⊗ Mm,n. This is well-known to be the
least possible matrix-norm on V that agrees with its original norm and,
as a result, has the following universal property.
Theorem 3.1 (Universal property of MIN). Given a matricial Ba-
nach space W and a bounded linear map FBan∞MBan∞(W )
φ
// V , there
is a unique completely bounded linear map W
φˆ
// MIN(V ) such that
FBan∞MBan∞
(
φˆ
)
= φ. Moreover,
∥∥∥φˆ∥∥∥
CB(W,MIN(V ))
= ‖φ‖
B(FBan∞MBan∞ (W ),V )
.
Proof. For m,n ∈ N and A ∈Mm,n(W ), write A =
p∑
j=1
wj ⊗Bj , where
wj ∈ W and Bj ∈ Mm,n for all 1 ≤ j ≤ p. Then,
Mm,n(φ)(A) =
p∑
j=1
φ (wj)⊗ Bj
and by using an equivalent formulation of the injective tensor norm,
‖Mm,n(φ)(A)‖MIN(V ),m,n = sup


∥∥∥∥∥
p∑
j=1
ψ (Bj)φ (wj)
∥∥∥∥∥
V
:
ψ ∈ M∗m,n,
‖ψ‖M ∗m,n ≤ 1


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= sup


∥∥∥∥∥φ
(
p∑
j=1
ψ (Bj)wj
)∥∥∥∥∥
V
:
ψ ∈ M∗m,n,
‖ψ‖M ∗m,n ≤ 1


≤ ‖φ‖
B(FBan∞MBan∞(W ),V )
sup


∥∥∥∥∥
p∑
j=1
ψ (Bj)wj
∥∥∥∥∥
W
:
ψ ∈ M∗m,n,
‖ψ‖M ∗m,n ≤ 1


= ‖φ‖
B(FBan∞MBan∞(W ),V )
‖A‖MIN(FBan∞MBan∞(W )),m,n
≤ ‖φ‖
B(FBan∞MBan∞(W ),V )
‖A‖W,m,n .
Letting φˆ be φ regarded between W and MIN(V ), φˆ is completely
bounded and ∥∥∥φˆ∥∥∥
CB(W,MIN(V ))
≤ ‖φ‖
B(FBan∞MBan∞(W ),V )
.
This is shown to be sharp on the underlying Banach space of W .

The left adjoint to FBan∞MBan∞ is determined by the dual matrix-norm
in [3, Theorem 2.1]. Recall that M∗n,m is known to be isometrically
isomorphic toMm,n(C) equipped with the trace norm. Given a Banach
space V , let AMAX(V ) have the matrix-norm given by
‖A‖AMAX(V ),m,n := inf
{
p∑
l=1
‖vl‖V ‖Cl‖M ∗n,m : A =
p∑
l=1
vl ⊗ Cl
}
,
the projective tensor norm on V ⊗M∗n,m. Please notice that this matrix-
norm is neither MAX(V ) nor PROJ(V ) from [1, Examples 2.4-5]. The
matrix-norm of AMAX(V ) is shown to be the greatest possible matrix-
norm agreeing with the original norm on V by the spectral theorem.
Lemma 3.2 (Maximality of AMAX). Let W be a matricial Banach
space. For m,n ∈ N and A ∈Mm,n(W ),
‖A‖W,m,n ≤ ‖A‖AMAX(FBan∞MBan∞(W )),m,n
.
Proof. For some w ∈ W and C ∈ Mm,n, let P := (C
∗C)1/2 and U ∈
Mm,n satisfy C = UP as in the polar decomposition. By the spectral
theorem, write P =
n∑
j=1
sj
(
hjh
∗
j
)
for some orthonormal basis (hj)
n
j=1 ⊆
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C
n ∼= Mn,1 and positive scalars (sj)
n
j=1. Then,
‖w ⊗ C‖W,m,n = ‖U (w ⊗ P )‖W,m,n
=
∥∥∥∥∥U
(
n∑
j=1
(sjw)⊗
(
hjh
∗
j
))∥∥∥∥∥
W,m,n
≤ ‖U‖
Mm,n
n∑
j=1
∥∥(sjw)⊗ (hjh∗j)∥∥W,n,n
≤ ‖U‖
Mm,n
n∑
j=1
sj ‖hj‖Mn,1 ‖w‖W,1,1
∥∥h∗j∥∥M 1,n
= ‖w‖FBan∞
MBan∞
(W )
n∑
j=1
sj
= ‖w‖FBan∞
MBan∞
(W ) ‖C‖M ∗n,m .
If A =
p∑
l=1
wl ⊗ Cl, then
‖A‖W,m,n ≤
p∑
l=1
‖wl ⊗ Cl‖W,m,n ≤
p∑
l=1
‖wl‖FBan∞
MBan∞
(W ) ‖Cl‖M ∗n,m .
Taking the infimum over all ways of representing A gives the result.

As a result, AMAX(V ) has the following universal property, similar
to [3, Theorem 2.4].
Theorem 3.3 (Universal property of AMAX). Given a matricial Ba-
nach space W and a bounded linear map V
φ
// FBan∞MBan∞(W ) , there
is a unique completely bounded linear map AMAX(V )
φˆ
// W such
that FBan∞MBan∞
(
φˆ
)
= φ. Moreover,
∥∥∥φˆ∥∥∥
CB(AMAX(V ),W )
= ‖φ‖
B(V,FBan∞MBan∞(W ))
.
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Proof. For m,n ∈ N , v ∈ V , and C ∈ Mm,n, note that
‖Mm,n(φ)(v ⊗ C)‖W,m,n = ‖φ(v)⊗ C‖W,m,n
≤ ‖φ(v)⊗ C‖AMAX(FBan∞MBan∞(W )),m,n
= ‖φ(v)‖FBan∞
MBan∞
(W ) ‖C‖M ∗n,m
≤ ‖φ‖
B(V,FBan∞MBan∞(W ))
‖v‖V ‖C‖M ∗n,m .
For A ∈ Mm,n(V ), write A =
p∑
l=1
vl ⊗ Cl, where vl ∈ V and Cl ∈ Mm,n
for all 1 ≤ l ≤ p. Then,
‖Mm,n(φ)(A)‖W,m,n ≤
p∑
l=1
‖Mm,n(φ) (vl ⊗ Cl)‖W,m,n
≤
p∑
l=1
‖φ‖
B(V,FBan∞MBan∞ (W ))
‖vl‖V ‖Cl‖M ∗n,m
≤
(
p∑
l=1
‖vl‖V ‖Cl‖M ∗n,m
)
‖φ‖
B(V,FBan∞MBan∞ (W ))
.
Taking the infimum over all possible ways of representing A gives
‖Mm,n(φ)(A)‖W,m,n ≤ ‖A‖AMAX(V ),m,n ‖φ‖B(V,FBan∞MBan∞(W ))
.
Letting φˆ be φ regarded between AMAX(V ) and W , φˆ is completely
bounded and ∥∥∥φˆ∥∥∥
CB(AMAX(V ),W )
≤ ‖φ‖
B(V,FBan∞MBan∞(W ))
.
This is shown to be sharp on the underlying Banach space of V .

4. Product and Coproduct
As stated in [3, p. 247], a (closed) subspace of a matricial Banach
space inherits a natural matrix-norm, as does a quotient by a closed
subspace. Much like in Ban∞, these two processes characterize the
equalizer and coequalizer in the category MBan∞.
Products are constructed much like they are for operator spaces in
[7, §2.6]. Given an index set Λ, let (Vλ)λ∈Λ be matricial Banach spaces.
Define
V :=
{
~v ∈ ×λ∈ΛVλ : sup
{
‖~v(λ)‖Vλ,1,1 : λ ∈ Λ
}
<∞
}
,
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the restricted cartesian product of (Vλ)λ∈Λ equipped with point-wise
operations. For λ ∈ Λ, let πλ : V → Vλ be the coordinate projection
and define norm functions
‖A‖V,m,n := sup
{
‖Mm,n (πλ) (A)‖Vλ,m,n : λ ∈ Λ
}
,
each an ℓ∞-product norm. Routine checks show that these norms con-
stitute a matrix-norm on V , that the projection maps are completely
contractive, and that V possesses the following universal property.
Theorem 4.1 (Universal property of the product, MBan∞). For a
matricial Banach space W , let W
φλ
// Vλ be completely bounded lin-
ear maps satisfying
sup
{
‖φλ‖CB(W,Vλ) : λ ∈ Λ
}
<∞.
There is a unique completely bounded linear map W
φ
// V such that
πλ ◦ φ = φλ for all λ ∈ Λ. Moreover,
‖φ‖CB(W,V ) = sup
{
‖φλ‖CB(W,Vλ) : λ ∈ Λ
}
.
Likewise, coproducts are constructed in a similar manner, analo-
gously to the ℓ1-direct sum of Banach spaces. For 1 ≤ p <∞, define
Up :=
{
~v ∈ V :
∑
λ∈Λ
‖~v(λ)‖pVλ,1,1 <∞
}
,
all absolutely p-summable vectors from V . For λ ∈ Λ, let ιλ,p : Vλ → Up
be the canonical inclusion and define norm functions
‖A‖Up,m,n :=
(∑
λ∈Λ
‖Mm,n (πλ) (A)‖
p
Vλ,m,n
)1/p
,
each an ℓp-sum norm. Notice that this is not the matrix-norm arising
from the ℓp-direct sum of operator spaces in [7, §2.7]. Routine checks
show that these norms constitute a matrix-norm on Up, that the inclu-
sion maps are completely isometric, and that U1 possesses the following
universal property.
Theorem 4.2 (Universal property of the coproduct, MBan∞). For
a matricial Banach space W , let Vλ
φλ
// W be completely bounded
linear maps satisfying
sup
{
‖φλ‖CB(Vλ,W ) : λ ∈ Λ
}
<∞.
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There is a unique completely bounded linear map U1
φ
// W such that
φ ◦ ιλ,1 = φλ for all λ ∈ Λ. Moreover,
‖φ‖CB(U1,W ) = sup
{
‖φλ‖CB(Vλ,W ) : λ ∈ Λ
}
.
The proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are directly analogous to their
Banach space counterparts. Together, the finite product and equalizer
show that MBan∞ is finitely complete as a category, while the finite
coproduct and coequalizer show the category to be finitely cocomplete.
However, much like Ban∞,MBan∞ does not have infinite products or
coproducts as families of completely bounded linear maps could have
norms which grow without bound.
On the other hand, letting MBan1 be the category of matricial
Banach spaces with completely contractive linear maps, MBan1 is
complete and cocomplete since all families of maps have their norms
bounded above by 1. This is just the same as the category Ban1 of
Banach spaces with contractive linear maps.
As one might imagine from their construction, application of the
appropriate product to an Lp-matricial Banach space yields one of the
same type.
Theorem 4.3. If Vλ is an L
∞-matricial Banach space for all λ ∈ Λ,
then
∏
λ∈Λ
MBan1
Vλ is as well.
Proof. Say m,n, j, k ∈ N , A ∈ Mm,n(V ), and B ∈ Mj,k(V ). A quick
calculation shows that
Mm+j,n+k (πλ) (A⊕B) = Mm,n (πλ) (A)⊕Mj,k (πλ) (B)
for all λ ∈ Λ. Thus,
‖A⊕B‖V,m+j,n+k = sup
{
‖Mm,n (πλ) (A⊕ B)‖Vλ,m+j,n+k : λ ∈ Λ
}
= sup
{
‖Mm,n (πλ) (A)⊕Mj,k (πλ) (B)‖Vλ,m+j,n+k : λ ∈ Λ
}
= sup
{
max
{
‖Mm,n (πλ) (A)‖Vλ,m,n , ‖Mj,k (πλ) (B)‖Vλ,j,k
}
: λ ∈ Λ
}
= max


sup
{
‖Mm,n (πλ) (A)‖Vλ,m,n : λ ∈ Λ
}
,
sup
{
‖Mj,k (πλ) (B)‖Vλ,j,k : λ ∈ Λ
}


= max
{
‖A‖V,m,n , ‖B‖V,j,k
}
.
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
Theorem 4.4. If Vλ is an L
p-matricial Banach space for all λ ∈ Λ,
then Up is as well.
Proof. Say m,n, j, k ∈ N , A ∈ Mm,n (Up), and B ∈ Mj,k (Up). A quick
calculation shows that
Mm+j,n+k (πλ) (A⊕B) = Mm,n (πλ) (A)⊕Mj,k (πλ) (B)
for all λ ∈ Λ. Thus,
‖A⊕ B‖pU,m+j,n+k =
∑
λ∈Λ
‖Mm+j,n+k (πλ) (A⊕ B)‖
p
Vλ,m+j,n+k
=
∑
λ∈Λ
‖Mm,n (πλ) (A)‖
p
Vλ,m,n
+
∑
λ∈Λ
‖Mj,k (πλ) (B)‖
p
Vλ,j,k
= ‖A‖pU,m,n + ‖B‖
p
U,j,k .

Theorem 4.3 shows that a product of operator spaces is an opera-
tor space, without reference to a Hilbert space or C∗-algebra. Like-
wise, Theorem 4.4 shows that a coproduct of dual operator spaces is a
dual operator space in a similar fashion. More in particular, MIN and
AMAX behave nicely with the product and coproduct, respectively, as
they are adjoint functors.
Corollary 4.5. For an index set Λ, let Vλ be a Banach space for each
λ ∈ Λ. Then,
AMAX
(∐
λ∈Λ
Ban1
Vλ
)
∼=MBan1
∐
λ∈Λ
MBan1
AMAX(Vλ)
and
MIN
(∏
λ∈Λ
Ban1
Vλ
)
∼=MBan1
∏
λ∈Λ
MBan1
MIN (Vλ) .
However, mixing constructions can result in strange hybrids.
Example 4.6. Notice that
AMAX(C)
∏MBan1
AMAX(C)
and
MIN(C)
∐MBan1
MIN(C)
are not Lp-matrix-normed spaces for any 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. However, both
have subspaces that act like L∞- or L1-matrix-normed spaces.
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5. The Haagerup Tensor Product
Given two matricial Banach space V and W , their Haagerup ten-
sor product V ⊗h W is indeed a matrix-normed space as seen in [3,
§4], though it may not be complete. To remedy this, let V ⊗ˆhW :=
C (V ⊗h W ), the matricial completion of the Haagerup tensor product.
Using the universal properties of the Haagerup tensor product and the
completion, V ⊗ˆhW has the following universal property, analogous to
[6, Exercise 17.3].
Theorem 5.1 (Universal property of ⊗ˆh). Given a matricial Banach
space U and a completely bounded bilinear map φ : V ×W → Z, there
is a unique completely bounded linear map φˆ : V ⊗ˆhW → Z such that
φˆ(v ⊗ w) = φ(v, w) for all v ∈ V and w ∈ W . Moreover,∥∥∥φˆ∥∥∥
CB(V ⊗ˆhW,Z)
= ‖φ‖
CB(V,W ;Z) .
Letting ⊗ˆ be the projective tensor product of Banach spaces, an
exercise in universal properties gives the following result.
Corollary 5.2 (AMAX, ⊗ˆ, and ⊗ˆh). Given Banach spaces V and W ,
AMAX
(
V ⊗ˆW
)
∼=MBan1 AMAX(V )⊗ˆhAMAX(W ).
Another exercise with universal properties shows that ⊗ˆh is associa-
tive in the following sense, directly identical to [1, Proposition 3.1]
Corollary 5.3 (Associativity of ⊗ˆh). For matricial Banach spaces
V,W, U ,(
V ⊗ˆhW
)
⊗ˆhU ∼=MBan1 V ⊗ˆh
(
W ⊗ˆhU
)
∼=MBan1 C (V ⊗h W ⊗h U) .
The isomorphisms
V ⊗ˆhMIN(C) ∼=MBan1 MIN(C)⊗ˆhV
∼=MBan1 V.
follow from the usual maps (v, λ) 7→ (λ, v) 7→ λv. Some tedious calcu-
lations with the associativity and identity isomorphisms show that ⊗ˆh
is a monoidal product on MBan∞ and MBan1.
6. Matrix-Normed Algebras
The notion of an L∞-matrix-normed algebra was introduced in [2,
Definition 1.4]. Here, the definition is generalized to consider rectan-
gular matrices without the L∞-condition.
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Definition 6.1. A matrix-normed algebra is a complex algebra A
equipped with a matrix-norm (‖ · ‖A,m,n)m,n∈N such that
‖AB‖
A,m,n ≤ ‖A‖A,m,p ‖B‖A,p,n
for all m, p, n ∈ N , A ∈ Mm,p(A), and B ∈ Mp,n(A). A complete
matrix-normed algebra is a matricial Banach algebra.
LetMNAlg∞ be the category of matrix-normed algebras with com-
pletely bounded homomorphisms, and MBanAlg∞ the category of
matricial Banach algebras with bounded homomorphisms. There is a
natural inclusion functor F
MNAlg∞
MBanAlg∞
:MBanAlg∞ →MNAlg∞.
Given a matrix-normed algebra A, the completion C(A) is a ma-
tricial Banach space and a complex algebra, but a proof like Lemma
2.3 shows that the matrix-norm is also sub-multiplicative on matrices.
Thus, an adaptation of Theorem 2.4 shows that C also serves as a left
adjoint to F
MNAlg∞
MBanAlg∞
.
Let BanAlg∞ be the category of Banach algebras with bounded
homomorphisms, and F
BanAlg∞
MBanAlg∞
:MBanAlg∞ → BanAlg∞ the for-
getful functor removing all norms except the norm on M1,1(A) ∼= A.
To reverse this process, attention turns to AMAX.
Lemma 6.2. Given a Banach algebra A, AMAX(A) is a matricial
Banach algebra.
Proof. By [3, Theorem 2.1], AMAX(A) is already a matricial Banach
space in addition to being a complex algebra. All that remains is
to prove sub-multiplicativity of the matrix-norm. To that end, let
m, p, n ∈ N , A ∈ Mm,p(A), and B ∈ Mp,n(A). Write A =
j∑
l=1
al ⊗ Cl
and B =
q∑
k=1
bk ⊗Dk. Then,
AB =
j∑
l=1
q∑
k=1
(albk)⊗ (ClDk) ,
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so
‖AB‖AMAX(A),m,n ≤
j∑
l=1
q∑
k=1
‖albk‖A ‖ClDk‖M ∗n,m
≤
j∑
l=1
q∑
k=1
‖al‖A ‖bk‖A ‖Cl‖M ∗p,m ‖Dk‖M ∗n,p
=
(
j∑
l=1
‖al‖A ‖Cl‖M ∗p,m
)(
q∑
k=1
‖bk‖A ‖Dk‖M ∗n,p
)
.
Two infima then yield
‖AB‖AMAX(A),m,n ≤ ‖A‖AMAX(A),m,p ‖B‖AMAX(A),p,n .

Thus, an adaptation of Theorem 3.3 shows that AMAX also serves
as a left adjoint to F
BanAlg∞
MBanAlg∞
.
Lastly, let MBanAlg1 be the category of matricial Banach alge-
bras with completely contractive homomorphisms. There is a natural
forgetful functor FMBan1MBanAlg1 :MBanAlg1 →MBan1 where all multi-
plicative structure is stripped away. To place a multiplicative structure
on a matricial Banach space, one can mimic [5, Satz 1] to build a ten-
sor algebra. However, notice that like [6, Proposition 19.3], the tensor
product being used will be the Haagerup tensor product.
Given a matricial Banach space V , inductively define the Haagerup
tensor powers of V in the following way:
V ⊗ˆh1 := V, V ⊗ˆh(n+1) :=
(
V ⊗ˆhn
)
⊗ˆhV ∀n ∈ N .
These are then combined in the following fashion:
Th(V ) :=
∐
n∈N
MBan1
(
V ⊗ˆhn
)
.
By construction, Th(V ) is a matricial Banach space, and multiplication
is determined by the canonical isomorphisms
(
V ⊗ˆhm
)
⊗ˆh
(
V ⊗ˆhn
)
→
V ⊗ˆh(m+n). One can check that the tensor multiplication makes Th(V )
into a complex algebra, so that remains to show is that the matrix-norm
is sub-multiplicative on matrices.
Lemma 6.3. Given a matricial Banach space V , Th(V ) is a matricial
Banach algebra.
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Proof. Let m, p, n ∈ N , A ∈ Mm,p (Th(V )), and B ∈ Mp,n (Th(V )).
Write A(j, l) =
∞∑
q=1
xj,l,q and B(l, k) =
∞∑
r=1
yl,k,r, where xj,l,q, yl,k,q ∈
V ⊗ˆhq for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ p, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and q ∈ N . Using the
notation of [3, §4],
AB =
[
p∑
l=1
A(j, l)B(l, k)
]
=
∞∑
q=1
∞∑
r=1
[
p∑
l=1
xj,l,q ⊗ yl,k,r
]
=
∞∑
q=1
∞∑
r=1
Mm,p (πq) (A)⊙Mp,n (πr) (B),
where πq and πr are the coordinate projections of the ℓ
1-sum. Then,
‖AB‖Th(V ),m,n ≤
∞∑
q=1
∞∑
r=1
‖Mm,p (πq) (A)⊙Mp,n (πr) (B)‖V ⊗ˆh(q+r),m,n
≤
∞∑
q=1
∞∑
r=1
‖Mm,p (πq) (A)‖V ⊗ˆhq,m,p ‖Mp,n (πr) (B)‖V ⊗ˆhr ,p,n
=
(
∞∑
q=1
‖Mm,p (πq) (A)‖V ⊗ˆhq ,m,p
)(
∞∑
r=1
‖Mp,n (πr) (B)‖V ⊗ˆhr ,p,n
)
= ‖A‖Th(V ),m,p ‖B‖Th(V ),p,n .

Note that the inclusion map ηV : V → Th(V ) into the first Haagerup
tensor power of V is completely isometric. So constructed, Th(V ) en-
joys the following universal property, analogous to [5, Satz 1].
Theorem 6.4 (Universal property of Th). Given a matricial Banach
algebra A and a completely contractive linear φ : V → FMBan1MBanAlg1(A),
there is a unique completely contractive homomorphism φˆ : Th(V )→ A
such that FMBan1MBanAlg1
(
φˆ
)
◦ ηV = φ.
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The proof is nearly identical to that of [5, Satz 1], only replacing
the ℓ1-direct sum and projective tensor powers of Banach spaces with
the matricial ℓ1-direct sum and Haagerup tensor powers of matricial
Banach spaces. As a left adjoint functor, Th works well with other
left adjoints. In particular, let T1 be the Banach tensor algebra from
[5, Satz 1].
Corollary 6.5. Given any Banach space V ,
Th(AMAX(V )) ∼=MBanAlg1 AMAX (T1(V )) .
A special case is when the Banach space in question is C. Then,
Th(AMAX(C)) ∼=MBanAlg1 AMAX
(
ℓ1
)
,
with the convolution product. However, notice that Th is not the Fock
algebra of an operator space as in [6, Chapter 19], which always has
an L∞-matrix-norm. Even if the initial matricial Banach space V is
L∞-type, Th(V ) need not be.
Example 6.6. Observe that
Th(MIN(C)) ∼=MBan1
∐
n∈N
MBan1
MIN(C),
the matricial ℓ1-sum of copies of MIN(C). The underlying Banach
algebra is ℓ1 equipped with the convolution product, but the matrix-
norm is not Lp-type for any 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
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